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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Hockey Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer hockey trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct

answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and
aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and

completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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This really is great. I have a blast playing these games - still haven't been able to get anything from the skill tester tho.... Why
does it run in very Low FPS? dunno why my laptop is GTX 950M but its Capping at 15FPS? :|. This game is fantastic and
packed with content from dat girl to the demons in the final stage who dont seem to have hitboxes. With a story line that would
make the Witcher 3 be ashamed of itself. The graphics are amazing an so is the AI. And the level design oh dont get me started
on the level design. A truly amazing game that i would buy anyday. 11/10 would go through satans butt hole again.. Really Good
Game. Ez Steam Card. Overall its good.. lacks left hand mode since thats what im using...
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Its a nice game to play for some hours No bug encountered yet , the music and the graphics are nice . The upgrades are kinda
boring like +dmg or +speed , nothing special.. The secondary weapons are kinda cool idea so each run is a bit different from the
last one.. The amount of enemy types is not bad , not great too but at least each region got its own miniboss with different skills..
Not a 5 star game but a decent game for its price if you get it on sales... More options for color synergy between teams.. This
game is really fun and simple yet can also be very competitive. I love it!
. I've liked the Hexcells games in the past, but have been looking for a similar game to scratch the same itch. After playing
through this game, I can say it was a quite fun puzzle game.. It's like carmageddon with no sense of humour of fun gameplay.

But if you see it for almost nothing, then you may as well buy it for a dumb game about running over zombies.
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